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# WINTER SPORTS

## ACROSS

2. Played on ice with stick and puck  
4. Five male or female team members, hoop, net and leather ball  
8. Airborne on skies  
9. Performing on ice with shoes that have runners  
12. Ride flat platform, usually made of wood, with runners  
13. Ride a sled on frozen track laying face down and forward  
14. Stand on two long runners with curved front tips  
15. Indoor court, small ball which is caught and thrown

## DOWN

1. Two or four man teams on sled thru a curved course  
3. Skiing thru upright poles  
4. Wooden lane, large ball and ten pins  
5. Grappling sport  
6. Tumbling and vaulting  
7. Olympic competition of skiing and shooting  
10. Pushing a stone on ice  
11. Hole cut in ice to drop line and bait